'A manhunt with twists, valleys, and surprises
that make your heart race. I read it once and
then waited a week and read it again'
His one-time lover brings a cryptic letter to Paris,
pulling Eddie Grant reluctantly into a treacherous web of
intrigue and death — but giving him a slim chance to
find the terrorists who murdered his family seven years
before.
It launches him on a dangerous quest through Paris
and the Loire Valley for the most valuable piece of Nazi
loot that remains missing, a famous Raphael self-portrait
from the early 16th century, along with the crates of Nazi
bullion that accompanied it. All intended to finance the
Fourth Reich.
Jen Wetzmuller, daughter of his father’s World War II
colleague in Army Intelligence, arrives in Paris, bearing a
letter she found after her father was run down by a car on
the streets of Sarasota. Its clues take Eddie from his Paris
home to Florida, where he barely escapes with his life.
Then it’s back home to burrow into the darkest reaches
of the German occupation in search of the treasure.
Along the way he and Jen restart the brief, fiercely
passionate affair that he abandoned, to his regret, 20
years before.
Most of all, Treasure of Saint-Lazare is a novel of Paris.
Treasure of Saint-Lazare (90,000 words) is mainstream
adult fiction. It appeals to fans of mysteries and thrillers,
World War II buffs, and lovers of Paris because of the
abundant descriptions of the city. It appeals to women
because of the strong thread of romance that weaves
through it.
(The most recent valuation of the Raphael portrait
was $100 million — twenty years ago.)

Paris too is a main character; Pearce must know that city even better than he knows the back of
his hand. - Ronald Rosbottom, author of When Paris Went Dark
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"Face-paced thriller spanning the globe from Paris to the states, Treasure of Saint-Lazare takes off with
the hit and run murder of a former partner of Eddie Grant's father. The two men were Monument Men,
American soldiers who attempted to recover stolen artwork from the Nazi's. Eddie and Jen, his former flame
investigate the crime discovering it may be linked to a tragedy in Eddie's family from years ago. Reminiscent of
Steve Berry's The Amber Room, Pearce takes the reader on an action-packed journey from Paris's glittering
streets to Florida's Sarasota, the scene of the crime, searching for answers for the stolen artwork. A nice blend
of history, art, and action." (Carole Roman, author of Navigating Indieworld)
I knew two of the Monuments Men, and their stories fascinated me. John Pearce has captured with brio
both the excitement and the historical weight of the Nazi project to steal the culture of their enemies. Fiction is
more often than not more informative than history. Bravo! (Ronald Rosbottom, author of When Paris
Went Dark)
Pearce weaves richly textured descriptions of life in Paris through an intricate plot with believable, welldrawn characters. Overall, this is a satisfying mystery, a surprising love story, and an up close look into the
dark days of Europe as WWII drew to a close. (Reviewed by Sharon Fawley for Readers' Favorite)
... lovers of old Paris will be thrilled to visit the modern city that the author knows and describes with deep
feeling for its enduring charms. Other reviewers have well sketched the plot. Let this one vouch for the
characterizations, the authentic description, and the compelling narration. (Bill Carrigan, author of The Doctor
of Summitville)
Pearce takes us on a rich and suspenseful journey, accompanied by great dialogue, while vividly guiding
us through the beautiful streets of Paris. It is definitely worth the trip! (Stewart Stearns, author of Lorenzo's
Rules: Lord of the Ninth Underworld)
I literally could not put it down. Characters were so well described that they seemed to be in the room with
me. (Phillip Lisk)
I've never been to Paris until now. This is an entertaining, well written book. I recommend it highly. In fact
I can picture Tom Hanks starring in the movie... (Joe Corso, author of The Starlight Club)

A full-throttle adventure … that’s part thriller,
part mystery, and all rollicking ride.

- Kirkus Reviews

When readers last saw Eddie Grant in Treasure
of Saint-Lazare (2012), he was hot on the trail of Nazi
war loot in the company of his on-again, off-again
lover, Jen. As readers return to Eddie’s shadowy
world of undercover deals and thugs in the employ
of crime bosses, they find a quieter, more mature
Eddie, now married to Aurélie, a scholar of some
note, and living in pleasant domestic bliss. Onto this
romantic scene come several of Eddie’s friends, who
alert him to suspicious activity within his social circle,
involving a man with criminal intentions and an
interest in gold. Shortly afterward, a mysterious
murder implicates another character from Eddie’s
past. As he looks into the matter, Aurélie soon finds
herself in danger; at the same time, Jen reappears in
Eddie’s life…. Soon, he and his comrades must track
down another ring of criminals and protect
themselves from fatal retribution…. Pearce again
accomplishes every thriller writer’s aim: creating
characters that the readers can root for and a
believable, fast-paced storyline. The climax and
denouement bring the storylines together neatly, but
fans will see that there may yet be room for another
book in the series.
An exhilarating journey that will satisfy the
most avid thriller reader.
- Kirkus Reviews
Paris too is a main character; Pearce must know that city even better than he knows the back of
his hand. - Ronald Rosbottom, author of When Paris Went Dark
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Reviews for Last Stop: Paris
A full-throttle adventure through modern Europe and the Mediterranean in a book that’s part
thriller, part mystery and all rollicking ride… Pearce again accomplishes every thriller writer’s aim:
creating characters that the reader can root for and a believable, fast-paced story line… An
exhilarating journey that will satisfy the most avid thriller reader. — Kirkus Reviews
John Pearce’s first novel, Treasure of Saint-Lazare, set a high bar for international mystery,
but his second, Last Stop: Paris easily meets and surpasses it. This novel captures the very
soul of contemporary Europe, crossing borders with apparently effortless aplomb. And his
enterprising character, Eddie Grant, continues to fascinate with his combination of European
sophistication and American ingenuity. But Paris too is a main character; Pearce must know that
city even better than he knows the back of his hand. — Ronald Rosbottom, author of When Paris
Went Dark, finalist for the American Library in Paris 2015 Book Award
In Last Stop: Paris, Franco-American Eddie Grant, aided by his beautiful partner, Sorbonne
professor Aurélie, crosses Paris - and Europe - in hot pursuit of the killers of his wife and son ten
years earlier. Eddie's Paris, which ranges from the sophisticated salons of the Ile Saint-Louis to
the rue Picpus in a working class neighborhood takes us beyond the usual tourist stops; as one
who has lived in the City of Light for decades, I applaud the author's knowledge of its
varied quartiers. An intriguing romp - and now I get the double treat of going back to his first book,
the prize-winning historical mystery Treasure of Saint-Lazare of which this is a sequel. How did I
manage to miss it?! — Harriet Welty Rochefort, author of French Fried, French Toast, and Joie de
Vivre (St. Martin's Press)
A gripping novel of mystery and intrigue taking us across Europe and into all its sordid dens of
iniquity. A complex and riveting achievement. It brings Europe alive. — James Goldsborough,
author of The Paris Herald: A Novel
John Pearce knows Paris: its glittering splendor, but also its shadowy underbelly, its sorrow,
double dealing, and mayhem. Last Stop: Paris follows a twisting and turning course across the
globe. It's a gripping and complicated tale of international intrigue, terror and revenge. — Peter
Steiner, author of The Resistance and the forthcoming The Capitalist. New Yorker cartoonist
known for “On the Internet nobody knows you’re a dog.”
John Pearce has done it again: taken us back to Paris and Sarasota for his latest cosmopolitan
thriller. And Eddie Grant, the lovely Aurelie, and the temptress Jen return with a cast of pals and
thugs to whisk us from page to page… Will the Nazi-filched Raphael be found at last, or will this
crafty wordsmith save it for another spell-binding sequel? — Bill Carrigan, author of The Doctor of
Summitville
If gold, the Russian Mafia, CIA, Vladimir Putin, sex, and exciting world travel are not enough
for you, John Pearce proves in his latest action novel, Last Stop: Paris, that he once again has the
ability to create plot lines that both thrill and captivate. — Stewart Stearns, author of Lorenzo’s
Rules: Lord of the Ninth Underworld
The second time Pearce surrounds us with all the flavor of Paris wrapped around an
intriguing plot filled with captivating characters. The vivid scenery and international espionage
keep the reader engaged while delivering a veiled history lesson at the same time. An enjoyable
read, Édouard’s adventures are always endearing! —Barbara Krier, Sarasota, FL

A sophisticated tale of international intrigue
and contemporary politics.

- Scott Neeley, AIA

Only a bump in the night kept their first
overnight sail from being their last.
A bomb shatters the midnight silence, giving Mark
and Kate only seconds to escape before their sailboat
turns into a flaming hell. Meanwhile, a wrecking crew
batters down the wall of their shop to steal a crucial
tool the CIA needs to prevent a neo-Nazi takeover in
Eastern Europe.
It should have been a perfect crime - witnesses dead,
evidence spirited away, police not interested. But
Eddie Grant helps Mark McGinley and Kate Hall follow
the clues from Biscayne Bay to Paris, then on to the
mountains of Hungary. There, the caves hide
explosive secrets and the group must confront a new
generation of storm troopers, this time supported by
the Russian bear. The second escape is as close as the
first.
Finding Pegasus is the story of an international
criminal network marching in lockstep with the neoNazi autocrats of Eastern Europe; a paranoid,
egocentric American Navy admiral; an old and bitter
Silicon Valley billionaire; and a retired Hungarian spy
who moved to Paris because the food was better.

In Finding Pegasus, John Pearce once again spins a captivating tale of spies, assassinations,
derring-do and sex (very tastefully done!). - Brian Thompson, University of Massachusetts Boston.
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Reviews for Finding Pegasus
"In John Pearce's fast-paced third novel, a small, smart, sleek and fully
autonomous espionage submarine named Pegasus goes missing in
Miami--and the search is on for who took it and where it is. The reader travels
from Florida to Paris to Hungary experiencing a series of well-timed twists and
turns while getting a wealth of information about the spy trade and the politics
of eastern Europe. The dialogue is crisp, the characters engaging, and the story
chillingly plausible. Paris lovers will enjoy watching protagonists Mark and Kate
sipping their Pinot Noir in a chic Parisian apartment with a view of Notre Dame
on one side and the Eiffel Tower on the other. (That's when they're not
undergoing horrifying but unsuccessful attempts on their lives by those who
stole the boat). A word of advice: don't start reading this entertaining and wellwritten yarn late at night. You won't get a wink of sleep." -- Harriet Welty
Rochefort, author of Joie de Vivre
"In Finding Pegasus, John Pearce once again spins a captivating tale of
spies, assassinations, derring-do and sex (very tastefully done!) which takes us
from Miami to Paris to a remote castle in Eastern Europe. The characters are
fully drawn and we soon come to actually care about Kate and Mark as they try
to recover the stolen high-tech submarine-cum-drone they have developed.
Kate is especially interesting - a brilliant engineer, retired Navy officer, trained
knife-fighter, and sexy to boot! The story will have you rooting from the edge of
your seat! Dive right in!" --Brian Thompson, professor of French emeritus,
University of Massachusetts Boston
"A gripping thriller which moves from North America to Europe. I
haven't read the previous two and found I didn't need to as it held up on its
own. I now actually want to go and read the first two anyway. I'm looking
forward to more from this author." --Elaine B, Netgalley reviewer
"Subs, drones, a femme fatale and a murder on the Seine in the heart of
Paris--what more can you want? John Pearce's new fast-paced thriller merges
Grisham and Brown. The trilogy is complete." --David Downie, author of The
Gardener of Eden, a novel (Jan. 2019)
"Finding Pegasus is John Pearce's best story to date. Suspenseful action
in an international setting, with current issues as the backdrop, and up-to-date
technology the order of the day. It's a book you will not want to put down." -Bill & Barbara Vance, Waco, Texas
"Finding Pegasus is a sophisticated tale of international intrigue and
contemporary politics, super-charged on espresso. A boat explosion in Miami
and a murder on the bank of the Seine set this quick-paced thriller in motion.
Eddie Grant and his pals piece together the resulting jigsaw puzzle. Like John
Pearce's first two Eddie Grant novels, this one is crafted with a fine ear for
dialogue and keen observations on place and politics. An enjoyable and
satisfying read." --Scott Neeley, AIA, Tucson

